
Our crystallized Glaskeramik is sustainable
thanks to 100% upcycled glass.
Handmade in
Germany.

Glaskeramik 
Straße der Einheit 18  |  D – 06179 Teutschenthal
T. +49 34601 - 3970 0  |  info@magna-glaskeramik.com

magna-glaskeramik.com
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WELCOME

There is more to discover!
Please check our latest products

online. All up to date!

magna-glaskeramik.com
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OUR UPCYCLED WASTE GLASS OUR VALUES

3

Our Glaskeramik is sustainable - 
thanks to 100% recycled glass.

Handmade in Germany.

= 1 m2 Glaskeramik

x 5



VARIETIES OF OUR GLASKERAMIK

4

Anything is possible! 
Check out the variety of our

plain Glaskeramik slabs online:

www.magna-glaskeramik.com

Talbot Gateway, Blackpool
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SUSTAINABILITY AND QUALITYSUSTAINABILITY AND QUALITY

6 In the industrial production of float glass, whether it is solar glass, co-
loured or even bottle glass, there is continual defective or over-pro-
duction waste, which comprises of around 5% of the total production
output. 

From this industrial waste we
source our entire production of
Glaskeramik slabs. We have applied
for and gained the Cradle2Cradle
GOLD and EPD certifications, be it
for LEED points or DGNB certifica-
tion, following rigorous material te-
sting. With these certifications our
Glas-keramik adds a meaningful di-
mension to the protection of natural
resources and is especially pertinent
for sustainable builds. Aside from
this, 
Glaskeramik is not just a Closed
Loop circular economy material, but
out of this sustainability mindset we

also perform an environmentally
conscious production process,
where the larger part of the energy
input is generated from our own
solar power plant and the water,
that we use in production, is refres-
hed and recirculated. 

Glaskeramik is additionally an hygie-
nic, impervious and stain resisting
material, where in production no
glues, epoxy resins or other chemi-
cals are used. The result is a long
standing, easy-clean, colour safe,
durable surface devoid of influences
from acid rain, UV or chemicals



Where does the recycled glass come from?

Raw material Object

Solar Panel                                                     Façade | GK Polar White

Brown beer and champagne bottles            Counter | GK Champagne Brown

Green beer bottles                                        Table | GK Green

Blue mineral water bottles                            Kitchen worktop | GK Ocean BueTranslucent
look

Sustainability

Quality from
Germany

Comprehensive 
system solutions
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OUR PRODUCTION PROCESS

The surface of the slabs, on exiting
the ovens, is naturally patinated and
textured; this has not only a great
feeling to touch but also diffuses
light in a half reflection. When conti-

nuing the processing we can polish off
this surface and with that transform
the 2D effect into 3D effect better
showing off the crystalline structure or
even add a flat satin matt surface

OUR PRODUCTION PROCESS

Glaskeramik is the newest innovative material to hit the construction,
architecture and design industries. The material, being made entirely
100% from recycling the waste from industrial glass production, achie-
ves a true Closed Loop circular economy outcome from its manufac-
ture and application. Glaskeramik is Made in Germany.

Handwork plays a critical part in our
production.
The glass waste material is inspec-
ted, broken, in a controlled manner,
into shards then put through a com-
plex sintering process, without need
for pressure nor binding additives,
using only temperature to crystal-
lize, care and attention with a little

time. In this way we produce a uni-
que Glaskeramik sheet which dis-
plays random yet even details. The
inherent translucent character of
the crystallized glass allows for
backlighting possibilities and results
in a very exciting and singular aes-
thetic
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APPLICATION KITCHEN

In kitchens there are various applications for Glaskeramik. These may
form the work surfaces, perhaps with polished cutouts for sinks and
holes cut for tap sets or hobs or even the splashbacks or cladding for
lighting devices, even the kitchen flooring can be specified.  

In producing one-piece work surfa-
ces with cutouts we recommend a
minimum 100 mm flesh around ope-
nings for safety in transit, or without
this we will need to add jointing.
These can be unobvious joints (see
image here of backlit Galaxy cream
white).
On kitchen work surfaces we would

recommend using our patinated sur-
faces which have a certified hard-
ness Mohs of 6 and are scratch
resisting. For vertical cladding such
as splash- backs, especially in con-
junction with lighting, we would re-
commend the MOH 4 rated polished

surface as most suitable. Everyday
dirt can be removed (without resor-
ting to abrasion) using hot water
and universal glass cleaners. 

Kitchen surfaces are well resistant to
heat but heat shocks from hot pans
should be avoided. Glaskeramik has
a closed surface where cleaning and
maintenance is very easy and wit-
hout need of specialist products or
cleaning regimes. Glaskeramik is an
impervious, stain resistant and thus
hygienic solution which requires no
sealer or impregnation

APPLICATION KITCHEN



APPLICATION KITCHENAPPLICATION KITCHEN

© Walker Zanger, USA

© TALA | Design: Joe Armitage

© Design: Thomasz Hanzlik

© RBS Elektroinstallation GmbH
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APPLICATION BATHROOM APPLICATION BATHROOM

© Baas, Fliesenfachgeschäft© Design: Mirco Portolani

The many versatile faces of Glaskeramik show themselves even better
in laboratory, sanitary and bathroom areas: where there may be me-
thods of indirect bathroom lighting, as lit back walls and screens or
vanities. 

Here the polished edges and cry-
stalline structure come to the fore.
For example, a shower screen made
of Glaskeramik can be a main at-
traction if specified in semi-transpa-
rent Ice Nugget or Polar White
types (polished double sided). The
fixing technology should be as per
usual metal channel and shuffle gla-
zing methodology using silicone ad-

hesion and soft protection. Unre-
strictive from application the mate-
rial can receive a safety glass status
using an additional film or full glass
to Glaskeramik lamination. 

To this end the safety films come in
a variety of finishes and textures to
create your desired effect

© Lauro Sole interiors



APPLICATION BATHROOM APPLICATION BATHROOM

NEST | EMPA Zürich | Werner Sobek Group Glaskeramik-Neolith-Showroom Düsseldorf

© Fliesen Götting
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APPLICATION COUNTER

Design: popup bau | Photo: Martin Stöver

APPLICATION COUNTER

One of the most commonly seen applications of Glaskeramik is for
cladding and surfaces of reception counters and desks. The special
optical charactistics of the material come to the fore in such applica-
tions as here shown. 

© Naturstein Halbach, Gronau

Arena Leipzig, Photo: Marcus Bleyl Casino Leipzig

Through backlighting one cannot
only make an exciting design object
but also use colour RGB LEDS to
generate colour palettes, as Glaske-
ramik is a very even light diffuser. 
Sometimes with a light box 5-10cm
depth of construction or simple
LED arrays or LED strips directly on
the material or using LED light
sheets (such as Polylite) where
depths are minimal, areas of even
diffusion are large. Glaskeramik can,
much like natural stone, be cut and
worked into complex forms with

waterjet and CNC tooling,but unlike
stone even slumped to a curve. We
can also provide mitre cut corners or
dropped and UV glue bonded aprons
without any difficulty.  In certain
cases we may be able to offer either
almost jointless 20+20mm bonded
sheet polished edges, even
20+20+20 mm, and even solid thick
45 mm slabs; the arisses at important
junctions can be carefully minimized
such that where slabs come together
they can do so in a near seamless
butted joint



Restaurant GOUD, Rotterdam
Processor: Michel Opreij & Beisterveld

APPLICATION TABLE

Restaurant GOUD, Rotterdam
Pricessor: Michel Opreij & Beisterveld

Casino Wien, © LORENZ, Innenarchitektur
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COMBINING WITH OTHER MATERIALS

gmp Architektur-Pavillon, 
Elbchaussee, Hamburg
copyright HGEsch Photography

Fountan Citti Park Lübeck

Euro Plaza Hotel, Wien © Rosskopf & Partner Casadecor, Madrid

Glaskeramik is a fascinating material solution for interiors, one which
also has many application possibilities. 

The play of light, detailed structure,
of surface finish, texture and aesthe-
tic makes for an exciting material
opportunity as yet unseen in the
market. 
It can be used in combination with
other materials to great effect, opti-
ons such as stainless steel, bronze
and brass, natural stone and con-
crete make for a creative meeting of
surfaces. The mix of effects using
water in fountains, or pools, as well

as material on chimney pieces and
fireplaces makes for great drama in
a space. The Glaskeramik can even
be used as slab flooring feature in
and between other floor surfaces,
with light or without it. Here we re-
commend the patinated surface for
slip resistance with R9 certification.
With additional films, inset metal
strips or sand blasting one can
achieve a slip resistance with R12
certification



INTERIOR WALLS | ELEVATOR INTERIOR WALLS | ELEVATOR

Brewery Warsaw | architects: JEMS

Lift car 199 Bishopsgate, London
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Berkeley Hotel, Knightsbridge, London; Architect: Rogers Stirk Harbour&Partners

Naturalia Shop, Paris; Architect: Kengo Kuma Elevator Hall, Madrid

Glaskeramik is predestined for high value urban interiors, particularly
as wall cladding in lift lobbies and in main entrance reception areas,
due to its amazing and detailed crystalline structure. 

The size of the panels will be limited
only by our maximum sheet sizes
(3500 mm x 1500 mm patinated fi-
nish and 3400 mm x 1400 mm po-
lished finish) and the necessary
structural and fixing solutions. Fi-
xings can be made flexible via un-
dercut anchor or using silicon. 
Weight of 55 kg/m2 at 21 mm can
be reduced to a thickness of 16 or 
12 mm where lift cars require this.
There, simple profiles and cassette

systems can make fixing possible
and mid joints can take the test mo-
vements. In some cases we can
form curved material by slumping
sheets, here is an example cladding
panel beside a revolving entrance
doorway, but we can also curve
shower screens in this manner. Po-
lished surfaces will be engagingly
transformed during curving and
show a slight rippling effect



INTERIOR WALLS

Photo: Holger Nimitz, Berlin

Hotel Castiglione, Paris, Photo: Jean-Pierre Cousin, OMNIA

INTERIOR WALLS

Design: Desarollo, Madrid

© GENTE, Prag
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REFERENCE PROJECTS KOLUMBARIUM +  BOOTH ST. SEBALDUS

Reference project: Kolumbarium Christuskirche Marl, Cemetary Niches
Architect: Deen Architects, Completion date: 2018
Material: Glaskeramik Polar White patinated

Photo: Marcus Bleyl

Kolumbarium, Marl

Reference project: Booth for the church of St Sebald in Nurem-
burg/Germany
Architect: Christine Kayser
Completion date: March 2016
Material: Glaskeramik Cream White patinated with anti-shatter film
in brown colour applied to the backside

Glaskeramik can be used with a
safety film backside (like with sho-
wer screens) in the public realm,
where safety needs are paramount,
this film can also be coloured to ad-
just the overall colour, or accentuate
the character of the material or in-
deed help obscure any anchors ne-
cessary. 

All of these aspects were combined
in this Information Booth for the
church of St Sebald in Nuremburg.
The light coloured cuboid is a real
attraction in the space due to its
elegance and perfection and is con-
trasted wonderfully against the cen-
turies old sandstone of the church
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INTERIOR WALLS | PROJECT EXPERIENCE INTERIOR WALLS | LIGHTING

As every slab of Glaskeramik is made up of many intricate layers of
recycled glass cullet, there is a strong light diffusion character and
translucency. 

It is this that creates the drama in
the space when using light and
Glaskeramik together to build a
spectacle.

Through the high value in the cha-
racter of this material, Magna Glas-
keramik GmbH has gained wide
experience through the specifica-

tion of the product by renowned ar-
chitectural offices, and has develo-
ped with them many diverse
solutions for complex project needs
which all go to inform our advice for
your project

Cannon Place Station, London

Office Guangzhou, China, v. Gerkan, Marg+Partner

Concept by Naveen Mehling; Photo: Marcus Bleyl
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OBJEKT MEHR.WERT.PAVILLON

Reference object More.Value.Pavilion, Federal Garden Show Hannover
Architekt: Karlsruher Institut für Technologie und Architekten 2hs
Completion date: April 2019
Material: Glaskeramik Polar White, Green, Champagne Brown

The ‘Mehr.WERT.Pavillon’ is part of
the so-called ‘Mehr.WERT.Garten’, a
partner project of the Ministry of
the Environment of Baden-Würt-
temberg with the Entsorgungsbe-
triebe of the city of Heilbronn, and
is located in an experimental area of
the Federal Garden Show, the Inzwi-
schenland. 

The pavilion and garden explore the
question of how we and the genera-
tions after us can live well and how
we can develop our economy posi-
tively while the natural resources of
our planet become scarcer.

All materials used in the project
have already gone through at least
one life cycle, either in the same or
a different form. Likewise, all materi-
als are of the same type and can be
completely separated again after
dismantling. No adhesives, silicone
joints, paints or other impregnations
are used in the project.

The façade mainly shows the pro-
duct Magna Glaskeramik, which is
made of 100 percent recycled glass
and can be returned to the glass
cycle after use 

Photo: MWP | 2hs | credit Felix Heisel



APPLICATION FAÇADEAPPLICATION FAÇADE

Fire station
Architect: Markus KasuchAugenzentrum Michelfeld, Stuttgart

Talbot Gateway, Blackpool

Glaskeramik is not only geared towards interior cladding and features
but also can be widely used for external facade and surfaces. 

Here it not only presents itself as a
sustainable option with added opti-
cal qualities, but also offers additio-
nal technical and performance
advantages. 

Glaskeramik has a FR class of A1
(Non combustible) and is frost resi-
stant. During the production pro-
cess we use no epoxy resins or
adhesives and so the glass-like 

surface stands resistant against out-
side influences such as acid rain and
UV damage. The materials colour is
stable through its entire life which is
imperative for facade uses. 

Magna Glaskeramik GmbH has de-
veloped a variety of facade soluti-
ons to address the different needs
of projects
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FZP ANCHOR FAÇADE

Mixed use building Trondheim, Norway;
Photo: Henrik Larsen

APPLICATION FAÇADE

The most common fixing system for rainscreen applications uses a
special development from the Fischer Fixings specialist, Germany who
have made a particular undercut anchor.

Façade panels for this system will
be prefabricated in the factory in
Germany including cut-to-size as
well as drilling and placing of the
undercut anchor. As a result large
format facades (up to 3500 mm x
1500 mm depending on structural
calculations) attached with minimal
joints and connected to standard
facade systems with horizontal pro-
files are possible.

Magna Glaskeramik offers you wide
reaching project services, which in-
cludes advice on detailed design
and structural calculation support.
The whole resulting rainscreen sy-
stem with the Fischer FZP-GZ an-
chor has both material guarantees
which are similar to the stone clad-
ding market and also official Euro-
pean Technical Approval
certification ETA 16/0302
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Museum Folkwang, Essen
copyright: Christian Richters

Reference object Folkwang Museum, Essen
Architect: David Chipperfield
Completion date: 2010
Material: Glaskeramik Cream White patinated

The David Chipperfield Architects
designed extension to the Am Folk-
wang Museum in Essen shows off
the Glaskeramik material in a facade
with great aplomb. It expresses it-
self through partial reflection and
diffusion of the changing light over
the day and, as a result, never appe-
ars to look the same. Both functio-
nally, aesthetically and technically
this is a triumph of high quality
workmanship and brings the mu-
seum to a very high level in the art
establishment as well as provides

the City of Essen with both an evo-
cative and urban public building as
well as a major visitor attraction. On
this occasion they required 
2780 mm x 1235 mm sized recycled
Glaskeramik panels as a rainscreen
system using the Fischer FZP-GZ
anchor. The shimmering, light
green-white, glacier-like panels use
the patinated surface of Glaskera-
mik which alters, by direct sun and
in overcast skies, throughout the
day
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APPLICATION FAÇADE APPLICATION FAÇADE

dm service station, Schorndorf Bauhaus-Museum, Weimar

Appart Hotel, Bear Gardens, London

In external environments the material can additionally be made an at-
traction with backlighting. The motorway services shopping area at
Schondorf Ammersee has lit facade elements in Glaskeramik as highly
visible features as the material directs the light intensely and in a pro-
nounced manner unlike other diffuser materials. 

Magna Glaskeramik fitted well into
the design concept through its su-
stainability and energy neutrality,
added to that was its upcycling
principles, 100% recyclability with
the associated Cradle to Cradle
(C2C), DGNB and LEED accredita-
tion.

In 2019, the revolutionary Bauhaus
celebrates its 100th anniversary
with a new museum building in Wei-
mar. The huge grey concrete cube

façade is interspersed with elegant
horizontal stripes of light patinated
with Magna Glaskeramik Ice Nug-
get. It is the only material that met
the complicated requirements for
perfect light distribution and per-
fectly complemented it with its su-
stainable ethic and regional
innovative origin.

Other applications in facades are
offered as closed curtain wall sy-
stems



DESIGN OBJECTS

copyright: Michel Opreij & Beisterveld, Stone &
Skills, Jan Reek natuursteen, Stone Company
Designer: Sandra Jansen

Elbow Table Set Chrome by Caussa
Designer: Andreas Kowalewski© TALA

copyright: pulpo Font Low, High, Round

Glaskeramik offers great flexibility and uniqueness with countless de-
sign possibilities to realize new design ideas and creations in the stone
or glass arenas. 

Accreditations include the Red Dot
Design Award 2012, Interior Innova-
tion Award 2014, the Raumprobe
material prize for Environment 2016
and for Material design 2018 along-
side many national and international
press articles.
Under the motto „Everything is pos-

sible“, MAGNA Glaskeramik aggres-
sively supports the development of
new products, colours and designs.
As a direct result of this attitude
there is now an exciting selection of
accessories, furniture pieces, lamps
and curved basins to excite and in-
form
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TECHNICAL DATA TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR PROCESSORS

Please find informations about Glaskeramik, applications, processing,
care, maintenance, transport and guarantees on our homepage
www.magna-glaskeramik.com
SERVICE | FAQ.

Description                                Value                                                    Norm

Thickness tolerances                         patinated +/- 1,8 mm
                                                           polished, matt +/- 1,5 mm

Density                                               ca. 2,48 g/cm3                                                                         DIN EN ISO 10545-3

Weight per m2 with 21 mm thickness   ca. 50,4 kg

Bending strength 5% fractile Jade    patinated 22 N/mm2                                  EAD 13-33-0030-06.01 
Bending strgth. 5% f. Polar White    patinated 20 N/mm2                                  EAD 13-33-0030-06.01 

Load-Bearing-Capacities                    ca. 3,44 kN                                                 EAD 13-33-0030-06.01 

E-Modul                                              ca. 30 kN/mm2                                                                        EAD 13-33-0030-06.01 

Hardness according to Mohs            6 patinated                                                 DIN EN 15771
                                                           4 polished                                                  DIN EN 15771

Heat expansion 20-100°C                 7,22 x 10 -6 x K-1                                            DIN EN 103

Heat conductivity at 64°C                1,04 W/mK

Specific heat capacity Cp                 0,7 J/gK 

Water absorption                              ca. 0,07 Ma,- %                                           DIN EN ISO 10545-3

Frost resistance                                 no trials with visible defects                      DIN EN ISO 10545-12

Stain resistance                                 5 (stain can be removed with hot water)     DIN EN ISO 10545-14
                                                                                                                              
Chemical resistance                          A, GA                                                          DIN EN ISO 10545-13

Fire class                                            A1                                                                EN 13501-1

Surface wear                                      Class II, 300 revolutions                             DIN EN 154

Slip resistance                                   R9 patinated                                              DIN 51130

Glaskeramik is a material from 100% recycled glass, through this and
during production, come minor material crystalline variations from the
sintering tuning, nevertheless working the material is achieved
through use of methods and equipment and tooling generally seen in
the natural stone and large format ceramic panel industries.

MAGNA offers its wealth of natural
stone experience and detailed tech-
nical production information along-
side a full knowledge of codes and
methodology. The full processing
handbook can be found on our

homepage. For our partners we
offer regular training sessions for
material working in our production
facilities in Loitsche and Teutschen-
thal
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OUR MATERIAL

Polar White
waste glass from the protective
ultra-white glass used in PV pro-
duction

Jade
sourced from recycling float
glass, whereby its iron content
provides the green hue

Ice Nugget
sourced from recycling 6-8mm
thickness low-iron glass waste

Blue Sky
sourced from recycling light blue
coloured mineral water bottles

OUR MATERIAL

Green
sourced from recycling green

(usually beer) bottles.

Ocean Blue
sourced from recycling blue co-

loured mineral water bottles

Champagne Brown
waste from the production of beer

and German Champagne brown
bottles

Black
courced from the defective pro-
duction of grey float glass sheet

The colour of the Glaskeramik results from the chosen glass source and
its inherent opacity or translucency; nevertheless we have some ability to
generate different outcomes with the same material with some program-
med adaption, research and also via lighting.

NEW
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SURFACES SIZE AND THICKNESS

There are three different surface finishes to choose from.
On request we can do processing on both sides.

MATT
Absolute matt finish.
Extremely resistant, silky
smooth and perfect for
business applications.

POLISHED
Polished finish gives the
Glaskeramik colours a perfect
reflection. The transformation
from the 2D into 3D effect
extensively shows off the
crystalline structure.

PATINATED
Finish with texture and
high relief for surfaces whilst
offering low glare reflectivity
and low scratchability.

2800 x 1250 mm 
patinated,

polished, matt*

3500 x 1500 mm 
patinated,

polished, matt*

* Polished or matt finishes
can have smaller sizes, e.g.

2700 x 1200 mm or
3400 x 1400 mm.

16 mm 

20 mm 

30 mm 

Special production

12 mm Individual colours on request

Special production

Standard



MAGNA NATURSTEIN GMBH

The parent company MAGNA Naturstein GmbH is one of the biggest
distributors and fabricators for natural stones in Central Europe, based
in Loitsche/Magdeburg, Germany.

MAGNA Naturstein works with over
100 production associates in both
indoor and outdoor service, on a
surface area of over 100,000 square
meters, 45,000 of which is indoor
floor space. 
We demand and guarantee the hig-
hest quality standards for the work-
manship of our natural stone, glass
ceramic, quartz composite and
large ceramic wares.

MAGNA Naturstein promises its
customers more than natural stones
from the clay slab and base plate;
we also secure the finest finish. We
lay particular focus on the technolo-
gical handling of quartz from COM-
PAC, as well as the large ceramic
wares from THE SIZE

52


